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EPDM WET POUR RUBBER SURFACING
Specialist Safety Surfaces for Children’s Playground Flooring
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Fitness Games

Multi-Coloured

Numbers

Road Layout

WET POUR RUBBER .. 
provide a bouncy safe “All Weather” playground �ooring suitable for run around areas and around playground equipment.
�e fall height required around a piece of playground equipment is created by varying the thickness of the rubber �ooring. 
For details see below.

Number Snake

Dual Surface Adds Texture

Chess Board

Critical Fall Height
15mm - 0.5m
20mm - 0.6m
30mm - 0.8m
40mm - 1.3m
50mm - 1.5m
60mm - 1.7m
70mm - 1.9m
80mm - 2.0m
90mm - 2.2m

100mm - 2.4m

SSP WET POUR RUBBER SAFETY SURFACE... 
is a bonded rubber surface designed for children’s 
playgrounds and safety areas.  It is a two layer system 
consisting of a base rubber and a top wearing layer 
of rubber crumb which is bonded with resin on site.

SOLID GRAPHICS  &  GAMES are available to cre-
ate themes and educational aids or a �ecked surface 
can be created using a mixture of colours. 

Road Layout
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Hop Scotch

Alphabet Snake

POINTS TO CONSIDER FOR YOUR NEW 
PLAYGROUND FLOORING :

Area size in metres - the whole playground area or 
part 
Colours - black/ single colour/ multiple colours
Graphics - game, numbers, roadways, activity trails
Depth required - 40mm is the most common depth 
laid, onto a compacted type 1 base. Below 40mm 
wet pour, a concrete/ tarmac base is required. �e 
depth around playground equipment is speci�ed by 
the equipment manufacturer.
Existing Base - Is the existing base suitable or will 
a new base be needed? Minimum base required is 
a level 100mm compacted MOT type 1.  Wet pour 
can also be laid over di�erent hard solid bases such 
as tarmac.

Play Equipment Safety Surfacing

Numeracy Graphics

Rubber Pathway Swimming Pool Surround

Colourful Splashes



Safe Play

Mound

Safe Play

Mound

Safe PlaySafe PlaySafe Play

MoundMoundMound

Hard Lanscaping Area
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ARTIFICIAL GRASS SURFACING
Arti�cial Grass for Children’s Play

Safe Play Flooring

Play Mound

Can be laid around trees

ARTIFICIAL GRASS provides a safe, so�, colourful 
surface for playgrounds and nursery gardens. 
Surfaces can be installed to transform muddy natural turf or 
bland tarmac areas to create all weather playgrounds.

ARTIFICIAL GRASS SURFACES are available in 
a range of colour speci�cations to suit your speci�c 
requirements. An emphasis can be placed on sports, 
education and leisure activities or simply for aesthetics, 
with a choice of arti�cial grasses available.

Storytelling 

Mud Free Play Area

Free Flowing Outdoor Play Space



Colourful Play Mats include hopscotch, number snakes, �sh, logos

Rubber Impact Absorbing shockpad & 
Arti�cial Grass System provides a safe 
play surface suitable for playground and 
nursery gardens 
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Proplay

Coloured Flooring

Safety Flooring

So� Fall FlooringPROPLAY ARTIFICIAL GRASS systems combine arti�cial 
grass with a proplay impact drainage mat for use around 
play 
equipment or simply where safety is needed.
Proplay mats can provide a critical fall height from 1.3m to 
3m by combining the varying thickness of pad.



3G artifical grass is a longer 
pile grass (40 - 60mm) with 
a sand and rubber dress-

ing.  The development of 3G 
has been seen as a break-
through in artificial grass 

surfacing and is considered 
the closest to natural turf. 

The ball bounce is excellent 
for football and rugby but not 

suitable for tennis.

3G pitch - full size
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One of the first artificial 
grass sports systems. 

Suitable for a wide 
variety of sports including 
football.A hard-wearing 

surface suitable in 
primary schools.

A development from the 
sand filled sports system.  
Especially good for play-
ground sports surfaces 
and for fast sports such 

as hockey.

Sand Filled Sand Dressed

Arti�cial Grass for 
Playground Sports 

Surfaces 
Arti�cial grass can 
transform a tarmac 

playground into 
a multi or single 

sports pitch. 

MUGA - multi use games area)

Playground Mini Pitch

3G artifical grass is a longer 
pile grass (40 - 60mm) with 
a sand and rubber dressing.  

The development of 3G 
has been seen as a break-
through in artificial grass 

surfacing and is considered 
the closest to natural turf. 

The ball bounce is excellent 
for football and rugby but 

not suitable for tennis.

3G

Polymeric surfaces are 
also suitable for MUGAs.  
Made from the same rub-
ber as ‘wet pour rubber’ 

they have an excellent po-
rosity and impact absorp-
tion.  They are considered 
a good all-round surface 

and are 
especially good for 

netball.

Polymeric

�e main arti�cial grass types for 
children’s sports pitches are be-
low. Depending on the sports be-
ing played and the ages of the user, 
each can provide a high quality 
sports area for schools. SSP can 
advise and provide samples, plans 
etc. so you can choose the best sur-
face for your school sports surface.

MUGA

A MUGA (multi use games 
area) can be constructed 
from painted tarmac, arti-
ficial grass sports surface 

or a polymeric surface. It is 
essential that the surface 

type is matched to the 
types of sports it is de-

signed for.

 ARTIFICIAL GRASS SURFACING
Sports Pitches & MUGAs - 



Cricket wicket

POLYMERIC SPORTS SURFACES
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Arti�cial Grass Playground

MUGA

Football & TennisCricket Wickets

 Boccia Court Running TrackLong Jump

Maximise your space with 
an  Arti�cial Grass sports 
pitch. We can transform 
your tarmac playground 
into the sports pitch you 
dream of.  We have a wealth 
of expertise on sports 
surfacing and can o�er a 
complete installation service 
including ongoing mainte-
nance of your pitch.
Schools have found that 
playground sports pitches 
can increase pupil participa-
tion and widen community 
involvement
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CLAMBER STACKS are  great as a stand alone 
piece of playground equipment or can be com-
bined with other pieces of equipment. �e robust 
and sturdy climbing frame will give many years of 
enjoyment to it’s users. 
Our clamber stacks are made by a UK manufactur-
er, who have been producing timber playground 
equipment for over 50 years. Maufactured from 
traceable UK timber that has a 10 year warranty 
against fungal and insect attack. 

CLIMBING PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT
Clamber Stacks- 

CLIMBING PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT
TOWER CLIMBING FRAMES - 

Two Tower Unit with slide

Games panels can be added

Tower climbing units can be single, double, triple or more, towers interconnected by walkways, 
bridges �reman poles, nets and more.
Available in varying platform height making them suitable for toddlers to tweenies.
Play panels add additional interest.
Steel units also available.
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 Traverse Weave Combo

Tarzan Ring Beam

Trim trails are multi unit timber climb-
ing units. SSP offers a range of over 
60 different units which can be used in 
multiple combinations. 

 Ideal for climbing, balancing, hanging 
and encouraging movement. Trim trails 
can help develop coordination, develop 
upper and lower body strength and im-
prove general fitness.

Climb Ladder

Traverse Weave Combo

Balance Walk

Rope Tunnel

Tight Rope Crossing

Stepping Logs

Slalom Rope Walk Log Snake Jigsaw Traverse Wall

 Sloping Balance Walk leading to a longer trim trail

Walk & Stretch Post

Walk & Stretch Post Log Rope  & Log Snake

Drop Rope Traverse &Log Rope  
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CLIMBING PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT
TRIM TRAIL - 



GAZEBOS and SHELTERS
Whether for teaching outside or playtime, SSP has a superb range of gazebos, shelters and stages. 
Our Timber Gazebo and Shelter options include seating, half or whole sides, windows and �ooring and 
come in a range of sizes. Gazebos are ideal for providing less formal teaching spaces or for taking shelter 
from the elements. With increased emphasis nowadays on teaching outdoors and allowing exploration, a 
gazebo allows much more comfort for teachers and pupils.
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SHELTERS and STAGES ~ UMBRELLAS and SHADES

  GIANT UMBRELLAS & SUNSHADES

 Gazebo
 Enclosed Stage

 Gazebo Interior  Stage & Seating

Tiered Stage

We have a bright colourful commercial range of sun 
shades for playgrounds. �ey can be free-standing or 
with an in-ground sleeve.  Square or round from 3m to 
5m in diameter
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Games panels

Drums Keyboard

CLIMBING WALLS

PLAY PANELS
Positioned within equipment or mounted on a wall or posts

THERMOPLASTIC PLAYGROUND MARKINGS

Xylophone

PLAY PANELS
Also available as:
Drawing boards

Post O�ces
Weaving
Shops

and much more...

Games panels

Snakes & Ladders Games Roadways & Street Signs Numeracy Games

Playground 
Markings 

Also available:
Hop Scotch

Number Snakes 
Fitness Trails

and much more ..






